Cross-Cultural. Business Savvy. Focused on Success.

WashU Global Students

Top students from around the globe choose to study at Olin Business School in order to reach their professional goals.

These high-achieving, career-minded individuals come to the workplace with fluency in multiple languages, diverse perspectives, and understanding of business practices in the United States and their home countries. They bring a fresh energized approach to professional challenges, flexibility to meet existing business needs, and provide your firm with a distinct global advantage.

Every company can benefit from hiring Olin Business School global students.

Graduates of Washington University Olin Business School have earned a degree from one of the top academic programs in the nation. In addition, they are fully immersed into American culture through collaborative classroom, extracurricular, and experiential learning opportunities. Our global students have a deep understanding of international business practices and customs, steeped in a strong work ethic and integrity.

Hiring our graduates:

- Positively impacts your bottom line as the employees bring unique perspectives drawn from their educational and home country life experiences
- Positions your organization to branch into international markets for sales or operations
- Expands your company’s international network, increasing resources and providing a fresh outlook on business practices

A Guide to Candidates from Global Destinations
Our international talent will be a great asset for your company.

Make an offer.  
Hiring international students is easy.

You may not need assistance in hiring an international student, but if you do, we’re here for you. There’s no need to feel intimidated by the process of hiring international students from Olin Business School.

Washington University has exclusive partnerships in order to assist employers in navigating through the process by providing access to a professional immigration law firm for an initial consultation at no cost.

You can find further information on the Weston Career Center website: [https://olincareers.wustl.edu](https://olincareers.wustl.edu).

Employers can look under the “For Recruiters” tab and scroll down to “Hiring International Students” to get started.

Your success is important to us.

In order to promote your business success in hiring international students, the Washington University Office for International Students and Scholars is an important resource to provide comprehensive support.

---

**International Student Success Stories**

**Our international students will leverage their diverse backgrounds and unique perspectives to the benefit of your organization. Paired with Olin Business School’s experiential learning platform, these graduates can make an immediate impact on your bottom line.**

Ebun Serrano came to Olin Business School from the United Kingdom, looking to sharpen her accounting skills to pursue a career in the financial sector. Through one-on-one instruction from her professors, she easily transitioned to a management role at Citibank.

Gokul Krishnan originally from India, found Olin after seeing its top ranking in *U.S. News and World Report*. Through the robust elective options of our MBA curriculum, Gokul developed a well-rounded perspective, which he now puts to good use, solving complex problems for management firm North Highland’s clients.

---

“Because of the level of instruction I received at Olin, I’m able to easily express my ideas and work collaboratively with colleagues.”

*Ebun Serrano*  
VP, Citigold Sales Support Program Manager

“...the MBA program taught me how to use my unique perspective and experiences to my clients’ advantage.”

*Gokul Krishnan*  
Management Consultant

---

**Contact us to post a job on our CAREERlink, tour the campus, schedule a recruiting event, or interview candidates.**

**Weston Career Center**

Knight Hall  
Room 210  
Campus Box 1156  
1 Brookings Drive  
St. Louis, MO 63130-4899

**Phone:** (314) 935-5950  
**Website:** wcc@olin.wustl.edu  
**Email:** recruit@olin.wustl.edu